
 

 

 

 

"Win Iphone X" – Electronic Game Conditions 

 
1. Electronic Game Period:  From 11:00 am 16 July  2018 - 14 September, 2018, 18:00. 
2. Playtime duration: 2 months 
3. The right to participate in the game: 

3.1. Unicard users who are registered on Unicard website: www.unicard.ge and will make 

Unicard Accumulation Card Operation at least on  20 GEL or pay with VTB Bank and Unicard 

joint card  at not Unicard Partners (hereinafter Transaction); 

3.2. Any new customer who will get  Unicard card during the game will be registered on Unicard  

website: www.unicard.ge and who will make Unicard Accumulation Card Operation at least on  

20 GEL or pay with VTB Bank and Unicard joint card  at not Unicard Partners (hereinafter 

Transaction); 

3.3. Customers who will make Unicard Accumulation Card Operation at least on 20 GEL in LLC 

"Pay Unicard" (Upera) (i.c. 404519455) www.Upera.ge (hereinafter Transaction). 

 

4. Terms and conditions of registration 

4.1. In order to start the electronic game, the user is obliged to log in the Unicard website 

www.unicard.ge (once) and to identify by mobile phone number. For identification, the SMS code 

will be sent to the indicated number, which will be entered in the relevant field and the user will 

start playing; 

4.2. Users who have changed their mobile phone number before starting the game during 

identification will be able to adjust the number; 

4.3. Customers can play with the Unicard main card, along with the addition cards; 

4.4. One account of the main and additional cards will play together in a single game; 

4.5. The game codes generated on different accounts of the main card for the same owner are not 

summed up; on these accounts, existing codes will participate in the game independently of each 

other. 

 

5. Terms and conditions of electronic game: 

5.1. After the authorization, the user will move to the "Start" position on the game map; 

5.2. If at least one card, united under one account is authorized, all additional cards are 

automatically included in the game. Cardholders will only identify the mobile number and 

confirm a single SMS code; 

5.3. The game consists of 60 levels; 

5.4. In the active period of the game, when the user will make at least 20 GEL transaction, he will 

get automatically SMS code with the text: (Join the Unicard electronic game and win the Iphone 

X. Details of the game see on www.unicard.ge sms off 95552); 

5.5. During the game period, user who will make more than 20 GEL transaction at any partner 

company will get one unique code via SMS (for example: transaction of  50 GEL - 1 game code, 

transaction of 100 GEL 1 game code etc. in spite of the amount); 

5.6. Both the registered owner of the main card and of the additional cards must enter the 

received code into the playing field to go to the next level; 

5.7. Cards attached to one account are played together (by one game map) which increases the 

convenience and prize winning coefficient for the main card account holder. 
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5.8. It is necessary to enter (activate) each new unique code on the web page to go to the next 

level, otherwise the next level does not go automatically; 

5.9. The next level is activated after activation of each SMS code on the game map; 

5.10. You can activate SMS code as soon as you got it as an SMS message, and at any time before 

the end of the game. 

5.11. The cards attached to one account can get 5 (five) SMS codes during one day (24 hours), but 

not more than 2 (two) SMS codes for each partner object, existing at the same address. 

5.12. Payment by VTB Bank and Unicard joint card  in the Unicard partner companies or non-

partner companies is considered to be one type of payment at non-partnership organizations  and 

within 24 hours the user will get only two codes, in spite of the number of transactions carried 

out. 

5.13. When paying  with VTB Bank and Unicard joint card at Unicard Partner companies , in 

addition to the calculation of points, a magnetic stripe on the card is also swiped, the user will gеt 

SMS code according to the standard scheme. 

5.14. Throughout the game, users are aware of two (2) stages of guaranteed Unicard points won, 

namely the 30th and 60th levels. 

5.15. In the electronic game, only one main prize is Iphone X, which is given at the 60th level of 

profit.  

5.16. Unicard main prize - iPhone X will win one holder of Unicard Basic Card, which turns out 

to be the most convenient and will make sixty (60) transactions of at least 20 GEL and faster than 

all will enter  all sixty received SMS codes in the active field of the web page (winner). 

 

6.   The reveal of the winners 

6.1. The winner will be revealed instantly as soon as the first user passes the 60th transaction SMS 

code. 

6.2. The winning user will automatically receive SMS notification about the win of the main prize 

of the game Iphone X. 

6.3. The information about the winner will be posted on Unicard website and on Unicard 

Facebook page on the same working day (10:00 - 19:00) or on the next working day (10:00 - 

19:00). 

6.4. Unicard reserves the right on the information of the winner in the game, exactly the name, 

surname and photograph and to spread by the advertising-marketing channels (Unicard website,  

social network Facebook Unicard page, web banner, advertising clips for marketing purposes 

according to the law established in the Georgian Legislation. 

6.5. Those users who did not win the main prize during the electronic game, but overcame the 

winning stages guaranteed by Unicard, will instantly get 30 and 60 points, information about 

which will be received via SMS instantly. 

6.6. If in the electronic game on September 14, 2018, before 18:00, the winner of the main prize 

will not be revealed, then the game will end at 18:00 on the same day, without identifying the 

winner. 

6.7. If during electronic games, the winner of the main prize will be revealed before the end of 

the game; in this case, the game will last until 18:00 on 14 September 2018 and at the end of each 

30th and 60th stage winners will receive 30 and 60 Unicard points. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

7. Other issues 

7.1. Unregistered users will not be able to participate in the game. 

7.2. The Unicard has the right to disconnect / block the user out of the game at any level if 

Unicard assigned the questionable status of the operation of receiving and generating codes; 

7.3. Unicard Employees and all additional cardholders attached to the Basic Card Accounts are 

restricted to participate in the game.  

7.4. The main prize - Iphone X - is issued only to the owner of the main card, in the case of 

providing the ID document.                                      


